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MgFe2 O4 has been studied using Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. The crystal
was found to have an inverse cubic spinel structure with the lattice constant a0 = 8.390 ± 0.005
Å. The Mössbauer spectra consisted of two sets of six lines, respectively, corresponding to Fe3+
at the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites. The isomer shifts indicated that the valence
states of the irons at both A and B sites were in ferric high-spin states. The Néel temperature
of MgFe2 O4 was TN = 710 ± 3 K. The temperature dependences of the magnetic hyperfine fields
at the 57 Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites were analyzed by using the
theory of ferrimagnetism. The intrasublattice A-O-B and the intersublattice A-O-A superexchange
interactions of MgFe2 O4 were found to be antiferromagnetic with strengths of JA−B = –10.0 ±
0.2 kB and JA−A = –0.7 ± 0.2 kB , respectively, while the intrasublattice B-O-B superexchange
interaction was ferromagnetic with a strength of JB−B = 1.4 ± 0.2 kB . The Debye temperatures
for the A and the B sites of MgFe2 O4 were found to be θA = 417 ± 5 K and θB = 331 ± 5 K,
respectively.
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data: namely, the magnetic hyperfine fields at 57 Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites.
The magnetic hyperfine fields can be measured without the help of an external magnetic field by using the
Mössbauer technique. Studies of superexchange interactions in ferrites have been reported by a number of
authors [5,6]. However, in calculating the superexchange
strength, many authors neglected the intrasublattice interactions, namely the A-A or B-B interactions, as they
were weaker than the A-B interaction. According to our
experimental results for Mg ferrite, the intrasublattice
superexchange strengths, JA−A and JB−B , should not
be neglected, as was done by previous authors. To obtain a better fitted superexchange parameter to coincide
with the experimental results, we applied the Néel theory
of ferrimagnetism, including the intrasublattice superexchange interactions [7, 8]. In this article, we report our
Mössbauer results on MgFe2 O4 , with special emphasis
on the intersublattice and the intrasublattice superexchange interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Magnesium ferrite, MgFe2 O4 , is a soft magnetic n-type
semiconducting material, which finds a number of applications in heterogeneous catalysis, adsorption, and sensors and in magnetic technologies [1]. Its metallic atoms
are in an inverse spinel distribution at room temperature [2] as (Fe)A [MgFe]B O4 . In this study, the temperature dependences of the magnetic hyperfine fields for
57
Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A) sites and the octahedral (B) sites are analyzed by using the Néel theory of
ferrimagnetism [3]. The main aim of this study is to determine how the superexchange interactions are observed
in MgFe2 O4 by using Mössbauer spectroscopy. Two sets
of data, for example, the magnetic hyperfine field and
magnetic moment data, can be used to determine correct
superexchange integrals. However, the total spontaneous
magnetic moment near the Néel temperature cannot be
correctly determined under a high external magnetic field
due to the induced magnetic moment. Thus, it would be
desirable to obtain two series of data unaffected by the
external magnetic field [4].
In this research, the superexchange interactions in
MgFe2 O4 were studied using two series of undistorted

II. EXPERIMENTS
The slowly cooled MgFe2 O4 sample was synthesized by
using the usual ceramic method. A mixture of the proper
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